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Abstract: Transmitter antenna arrays are typically coupled to several RF chains, which imposes
stringent requirements on the linearization of each power amplifier (PA) present in the system.
For this and other reasons discussed in this work, Over-the-air (OTA) linearization methods are
considered to linearize transmitter antenna arrays in 5G scenarios. However, several factors need
to be considered when applying OTA linearization methods. In this paper, an extended critical
review of validated OTA linearization methods is presented. The main goal is to point out and
discuss the most prominent methods, in order to determine which one is the most suitable for a
specific application. In particular, analysis for each method is performed and, subsequently, their
benefits and the disadvantages are systematically discussed. This is sought to fill-in a gap in the
scientific literarure and, thus, to help radio-frequency engineers in the implementation of OTA digital
pre-distortion (DPD) techniques for multiple input multiple output (MIMO) systems.

Keywords: antenna array; digital pre-distortion (DPD); linearization; multiple input multiple output
(MIMO); over-the-air (OTA)

1. Introduction

5th Generation (5G) massive multiple input multiple output (MIMO) systems play
an important role to achieve directional radio transmission with a narrow beam and, thus,
a higher gain to a specific user. Massive MIMO systems are composed of antenna arrays
with a larger number of elements, in order to achieve higher antenna directivity [1–3], and,
subsequently, higher data rates.

Hybrid beamforming architecture is a relevant and promising solution for massive
MIMO systems, benefiting from the capability to perform antenna beam maninupation in
both digital and radio frequency (RF) domains [4,5]. Moreover, in RF chains, the power
amplifier (PA) is the most critical component, since its performance plays an important role
on the overall efficiency of the transmitter.

Despite remarkable advances in recent years, mostly driven by 5G, there are still
several challenges to be addressed in active arrays in 5G systems: the antenna crosstalk; the
mutual coupling between elements; the multi-channel time delay (caused by phase error of
the RF phase shifter and path discrepancy); and power level variations in RF chains, caused
by side-lobe control requirements [6]. For instance, the crosstalk that occurs before PAs, is
originated by RF leakage through the common local oscillator (LO) and coupling between
RF chains. It is known that variations in antenna matching affect the PA’s behavior. Thus,
if the nonlinear characteristics of each PA are not identical, the intended linear beam will
be different from the real nonlinear beam pattern [7,8]. The impact of PA nonlinearities on
massive MIMO transmitters was studied in [9–15], from which the main conclusions stated
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that the spectral and energy efficiencies of massive MIMO systems can be affected, which
may be cumbersome and compromise their rationale use in the first place.

Since 5G MIMO systems comprise of several RF paths, a challenge arises in terms
of digital pre-distortion (DPD) application [7]. The latter is one of the most common
techniques to linearize PAs [16,17], where the PAs work near their nonlinear region, to
achieve the best energy efficiency [7,18]. By applying the DPD technique in wireless
systems, the PA efficiency increases while maintaining its transmission spectral mask
compliance, as well as the overall system efficiency [19].

In order to validate these approaches, figures-of-merit (FoMs) are a key point. One
of the most commons FoMs for nonlinear evaluation is the adjacent channel power ratio
(ACPR), also known as adjacent channel leakage ratio (ACLR), which is used to account
for distortions in the system.

It is well-known that the DPD technique applied in a single PA is robust, due to the fact
that several publications have already demonstrated its high performance in commercial
solutions. In this sense, the traditional DPD methods utilize a dedicated pre-distorter
and feedback path for each PA. On the other hand, the application of the DPD technique
in antenna arrays with several RF chains is yet a challenge, since applying them in a
hybrid architecture, increases the hardware costs and complexity [4]. For instance, in
MIMO systems comprising of multiple RF paths, having a dedicated feedback path for
each separate PA will become prohibitive [20]. In addition, this problem becomes even
more critical at 5G millimeter wave (mmWave) frequencies, because DPD methodologies
will be impossible to apply since the PAs will be integrated into a single-chip. Although,
some authors defend that the DPD method should be implemented at each RF path to
minimize the average error between the input and the output of all PAs signal [21]. In
contrast, considering only a single DPD unit to linearize all PAs in the MIMO system, may
lead to a decrease in the linearization performance due to mutual differences present in
PAs [22].

Another relevant aspect of applying DPD methods in MIMO systems, is the transmis-
sion process, since each path can transmit different data streams. As a consequence, the
transmission cannot be halt to perform DPD and, thus, it should be done in real-time [23].
In typical DPD methods, a feedback point between the PA and antenna is required to
perform the technique [24]. This is normally done using a radio frequency (RF) circulator,
which increases significantly the cost and size of the solution. Also, more important for
5G and beyond, the PA and antenna are integrated [25], which increases the difficulty of
this approach.

To this extent, over-the-air (OTA) methods have been selected as a solution for DPD
feedback [26]. One solution to apply DPD in 5G systems is to consider the PAs and antenna
arrays as one system and linearize the main beam signal. Using an observation receiver, a
DPD model can be used to linearize the PA [27]. By using OTA methods to perform DPD,
several benefits in terms of cost and complexity can be achieved.

In literature, there are several OTA DPD methods, but some of them are very similar to
one another, presenting just incremental differences. With this in mind, OTA DPD methods
can be considered as a timely and topical research field that will attract a lot of interest from
academia and industry. In [28], a state-of-the-art analysis regarding linearization trade-offs
in an OTA setup is performed, but nothing is referred to on the differences between OTA
DPD methods. Despite addressing OTA DPD technique, the latter is limited to a single
input single output (SISO) system. In this sense, it is important to review the state-of-the-art
on the most prominent OTA DPD methods presented in the literature for MIMO systems,
to identify the best method for a specific application, based on comparative analysis of
their performances.

To this extent, the main goal of this paper is to present an extended but crtical review
of five distinct OTA linearization methods for the MIMO systems already implemented and
synthesize their information. By doing so, a detailed analysis of the method, as well as a
discussion regarding their results, are performed. Only fully OTA DPD methods using only
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antenna receivers, applicable to MIMO systems, were considered. In fact, several methods
utilize OTA receiver signals and combined this data with data extracted from PAs outputs,
which makes the method not fully OTA. Consequently, fully OTA DPD methods were
selected since they present different procedures to improve the system performance. In
addition to differing in the number of receivers used to apply the method, they also differ on
other characteristics. For instance, the method presented in [29], considers mutual coupling,
while the one reported in [30], takes into account the channel coefficients, the other [31],
addresses the crosstalk and, finally, the last method [25], gives consideration regarding
multi-channel time delay. Moreover, in the literature, other OTA DPD methods presented
are a derivation of these methods, which means that are too incremental, and hence, the
reason these methods were selected to perform the survey presented in this paper.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a brief introduction regarding
the DPD concept. Section 3 presents a short description of each method. The next five
Sections detailed the five methods analyzed in this work. The methods discussion is done
in Section 9. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 10.

2. Brief DPD Concept Description

PAs present high efficiency when operating in nonlinear regions and, consequently,
achieve low efficiency when operating in linear regions [32]. These components are inher-
ently nonlinear, which leads to distortion manifested as adjacent channel interference and
out-of-band emissions transgressions in terms of standard rules. Co-channel distortion
also occurs degrading the bit error ratio (BER) and data throughput.

One of the most used techniques to linearize PAs is DPD. It is a cost-effective method
with high linearization capability, while maintaining the overall system [33]. The rationale
of using DPD techniques is to inhibit the undesired out of band emissions and passband
nonlinear distortion from PAs [34]. Figure 1 illustrates a block diagram of the DPD applica-
tion in wireless systems.
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Figure 1. Block diagram of a DPD representation followed by a PA.

In the DPD operation, the main goal is to linearize the system. To achieve this, a
nonlinear behavioral model is extracted to represent the nonlinear device and then the
DPD function will try to equalize such model response. Then, to perform DPD, a model
should be selected to operate the predistorter function, and their parameters should be
identified [35]. In summary, the DPD technique is considered a digital control system, due
to the fact that an observation receiver is used to feedback the PA output [36].

3. OTA DPD Methods Summary

Comparing with traditional DPD methods, the OTA DPD methods solve many hard-
ware issues typically arising in conventional DPD architectures, since couplers and other
types of components are removed, decreasing the hardware costs. Moreover, in methods
that require dedicated feedback loop for each PA (for instance, in [37]), OTA DPD methods
save hardware costs. However, to apply OTD DPD distinct process can be used.

Thus, five OTA DPD methods will be detailed in this paper, in order to demonstrate
their different approaches aiming at improving the PAs operation in MIMO systems. In the
first method, the beam-oriented DPD method [4], more than one OTA diversity feedbacks
can be used. In the second method, real-time single channel OTA data acquisition for
DPD [29], is used, with only one OTA receiver being considered, enabling the study of
mutual coupling between elements. The third method is on the modeling and linearization
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of multi-antenna transmitters using OTA measurements [30], that uses one or more OTA
receivers. The fourth method, a single-receiver OTA DPD method [31], utilizes only one
receiver and the crosstalk is considered. Lastly, the fifth method [25], is focused on the
linearization of phased array transmitters that present multi-channel time delay using one
OTA feedback receiver.

4. Beam-Oriented DPD Using OTA Diversity

The OTA DPD method presented in [4], aims to estimate and linearize the main
beam signal, avoiding the complex feedback configurations, by using diversity feedbacks.
The main beam signal is derived from the OTA receiver feedback and the distortion is
obtained by the main beam signal estimation. This method can be applied in hybrid
MIMO architectures.

4.1. Method Description

In [4], one OTA feedback antenna is used, but it may happen that the feedback signal
power is lower/weak and, thus, the application of DPD is adversely affected. In this sense,
this method is developed to consider, if necessary, more than one OTA feedback antenna,
in order words, diversity is used. Figure 2 shows the block diagram representation of
this method.
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To perform the method an OTA feedback antenna (or more than one) is placed near the
transmitting array antenna to obtain the channel properties. For instance, if two feedback
signals are used, the total OTA feedback signal is given by:

yF = y f 1 + y f 2 (1)

where yf1 and yf2 are the receiver signals from the OTA antennas. It is assumed that the
radio channel properties are stable (stationary), since the OTA feedback antenna is close
to the transmitting array. When the feedback antenna is in the same position, the OTA
feedback signal is given by:

yF = YθF (2)

where θF is the radio channel model at the feedback point and Y is the array output matrix,
which is expressed by:

Y = [y1 . . . yPN ] (3)

where PN is the output of each branch, as can be seen in Figure 2.
By using the PA behavioral modeling, the PA’s output can be replaced in (2) by the

polynomial series of the PA’s input. Thus, replacing this in Equation (1), the OTA feedback
is given by:

yF = [A1b1 . . . APNbPN ]θF (4)
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where Ak is the matrix composed of basic functions and the bi is the coefficients vector
for the i-th PA. Moreover, F is the feedback samples. Then, the main beam signal can be
written as:

ym = [A1b1 . . . APNbPN ]θm (5)

where θm is the channel model for beam steering direction. By using pre-measured channel
model, the estimation of the main beam signal (ym) is obtained applying the least square
method by the feedback signal (yF) as:

ym = Sm

(
SH

F SF

)−1
·SH

F yF (6)

with:
Sm = [θm A1 . . . θm

PN APN ], SF =
[
θF

1 A1 . . . θm
PN APN

]
(7)

The input signal considering the i-th PA is the p-th sub-array is:

si(n) = αpx(n)ejβi (8)

where αp is the amplitude beamforming weight for p-th sub-array and βi is the phase offset
for i-th PA manage by the RF phase shifter. Then, using the input signal equation in (8), the
estimated main beam signal (ym) is related to x(n), which is the original input signal, as can
be seen in Figure 2.

Lastly, the predistorter to linearize the main beam signal is obtained using the indirect
learning architecture, where K is the maximum nonlinearity order and J is the memory
depth of the model, as presented in Equations (5) and (6):

x(n) =
K

∑
k=1

J−1

∑
j=0

ckjym(n− j)|ym(n− j)|k−1 (9)

i.e.,:

c =
(

MH M
)−1

MHx (10)

where M is the basis function matrix composed of ym, c are the predistortion coefficients
and x the output of DPD.

4.2. Results and Discussion

To validate the method, a uniform linear antenna was used by the authors, but the
received signal power in the OTA feedback antenna was very low, which limits the method
application. Thus, two feedback antennas were used to calculate the differences in the
obtained signal. In this sense, if the power of the two feedback antennas is similar, both
feedback antennas are considered to calculate the main beam signal, by summing them.
On the contrary, if the difference between the obtained signal in the feedback antenna one
and two in terms of power is considerable, only one feedback antenna signal is used to
estimate the main beam. This step is important since when using two signals with a high
difference in terms of power, in which the DPD application can be degraded. The method
was applied in the transmitter uniform linear array with four elements. A 64-QAM input
signal with 20 MHz bandwidth was used as an input signal. The ACPR obtained without
applying this OTA DPD method was −37 dBc and the ACPR obtained by applying this
OTA DPD method was −49 dBc.

More than one receiver can be used in order to not degrade the DPD application,
which is a benefit of this method. However, a power difference verification between OTA
receivers is applied before implementing the method, to validate that two or more OTA
receivers do not degrade the DPD application.

As expected with beam steering application, the beam pattern changes accordingly
with the target position. Thus, the signal pattern at the OTA feedback point will change
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quite often. When the feedback is in a null steering position, the main beam signal is not
obtained. This is a result of the main part of nonlinear components being masked by the
noise floor, yielding to a rather limited or satisfactory dynamic range of the feedback signal.
Therefore, the main beam reconstruction is not achievable, which is a major drawback of
this method. Another disadvantage occurs when the received signal in the OTA antenna
presents lower power. In this case, an additional OTA receiver is required, which increases
the hardware and, consequently, the software complexities.

5. Real-Time Single Channel OTA Data Acquisition

In [29], a digital predistortion architecture for MIMO transmitters using real-time
single channel OTA data acquisition loop method is presented. In this method, the data is
obtained from a receiving antenna in a fixed position (DPD antenna) near the transmitter
antenna and the nonlinear behavior of all PAs in the array is identified. In the Far-Field (FF)
distance of the antennas, the combined signal is also identified, and, consequently, the PAs’
outputs and FF main beam data are estimated. Since the user is moving, the data obtained
in the DPD antenna are composed of time-phased information. This one can be used to
acquire the behavioral model of PAs and to extract the DPD model coefficients. In this
sense, the method is based on the assumption that FF signals are the linear combination of
the transmitted signals from RF chains. Thus, this method can be applied in hybrid MIMO
architectures. The same authors present a more advanced description of this method in [23],
where mutual coupling between antenna elements is considered in the method application.
Figure 3 illustrates the block diagram of the method presented in this section.
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5.1. Method Description

To apply this method, an external DPD antenna is fixed near the transmitter antenna
array to obtain data. Thus, data blocks are acquired using this DPD antenna presenting
different phase combinations caused by beam steering. In this sense, the data obtained
from the fixed antenna is acquired accordingly with shift variation. The channel effects are
considered as phase shifts, but only in the system model.

Besides, it is considered that the RF chains are excited with the same input data,
considering a single user scenario. When the system obtains several data blocks, the PA’s
output is reconstructed by using forward modeling, since the signal is previously known
and is transmitted accordingly with phase variations. Also, it is assumed that the nonlinear
behavior of each PA is the array modeled by a PA model. Thus, the signal obtained from
the DPD antenna is defined as:

yDPDm =
PN

∑
pn=1

XmCPApn ej(pn−1)βm ej(pn−1)θDPD (11)

where Xm is the basis functions of the model, CPApn is the PA model coefficients, assuming
phase shift in phase shifter of pn-th RF chain to be (pn−1)β and corresponding phase
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shift in channel to be (pn−1)θ. Then, the PA coefficients are obtained using the least
squares method.

Mutual coupling effects between antenna elements are critical in MIMO transmit-
ters as they may change while the antenna main beam is steered. In this method, these
effects are taking into consideration to improve performance, as presented in [23]. Thus,
the mutual coupling coefficient is considered at the output of the RF chain, by using the
mutual coupling matrix. Then, the forward model is applied to reconstruct the PA out-
put. Consequently, the PA coefficients are calculated to take into account the presence of
mutual coupling.

To obtain the DPD, the method is based on FF estimation and DPD coefficients. For
that matter, the FF received signal is estimated based on the output of PAs and channel
information. The main beam is linearized by using the estimated received signal as the
linearization reference. That way, the estimated main beam signal is:

ŷRX =
PN

∑
pn=1

Hpn[x] =
PN

∑
pn=1

XcPApn (12)

where it is assumed that X, the input matrix, is based on PA models and also considering
the mutual coupling, as mentioned previously.

Finally, to obtain the DPD coefficients, the typical equation in conventional DPD is
used, which is given by:

CDPD = (YHY)−1 YHu (13)

where Y is the regression matrix of post-inverse model which can be built by feeding ŷRX
to the DPD model. H is the complex conjugate operation of a matrix and u is the output
of DPD.

Additionally, the same authors present in [38], an upgraded version of this method to
separate correlated signals in multi-user MIMO systems. In this version, the transmission is
not interrupted and the data is obtained by using the multi-observation forward modeling
technique and the correlated signals are separated in each RF chain. By obtaining enough
data blocks, the PAs outputs are also reconstructed by using forward modeling. This
occurs since distinct data with different precoding and beamforming weights prevent
under-determined equations during the separation of signals which are correlated. The
least squares are also used to obtain the PA model reconstruction and estimate each PA.
Then, the DPD coefficients are also obtained using least squares.

5.2. Results and Discussion

To apply this method, an LTE input signal with 20 MHz bandwidth was considered.
Although mutual coupling compensation was not used, the experimental results achieved
an ACPR of approximately −35 dBc without using the OTA DPD method and an ACPR of
approximately −54 dBc using this OTA DPD method.

In [23], when the authors considered the mutual coupling in the method and an ACPR
of approximately −50 dBc for different antennas (antenna with two elements and antenna
with four elements) was obtained, demonstrating robustness. An ACPR of −36 dBc was
obtained without applying the OTA DPD and when the mutual coupling is considered in
the method, the ACPR tends to degrade. Since it is performed in real-time the method does
not interfere with MIMO transmitters and, consequently, aims to support data transmission
and beam steering, which are requirements in MIMO system operation. In the presence of
mutual coupling between antenna elements, the method takes this into account, presenting
a robust performance.

Nevertheless, when the mutual coupling is considered in the method, the mutual
coupling matrix should be known, and the software complexity of the method increase.
Moreover, an additional benefit of this method to separate correlated signals in multi-user
MIMO systems, which is an upgraded version of this method.
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6. Modeling and Linearization of Multi-Antenna Transmitters Using
OTA Measurements

Assuming that the crosstalk, caused by mutual coupling, does not introduce non-
linearities in the transmitter (or it insignificant), and that only the PA contributes with
nonlinearities, the method presented in [30], aims to linearize antenna transmitters using
OTA measurements. In this sense, several OTA receivers can be used, in FF, to obtain
the data from the transmitting antenna. The block diagram that represents this method
is described in Figure 4. The method is iterative in order to obtain the predistorter for
each subarray.
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Figure 4. Block diagram representing the steps to apply the modeling and linearization of multi-
antenna transmitters using OTA measurements method.

6.1. Method Description

When the transmitted data is obtained from OTA receivers, the resulting signal is
given by:

rl(n) =
PN

∑
pn=1

ηlpnbpn(n) + wl(n) (14)

where ηlpn is the channel coefficient taking into account the RF branch, PN, as can be seen
in Figure 4. The bpn is the transmitted signal in each branch of the transmitting antenna
considering the PA output and wl represents the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
and l-th is the receiver input. Thus, if it is assumed that PA can be represented by a linear
model in the parameters, consequently the PA is described as a summation of an arbitrary
set of nonlinear basis functions. In this sense, a complex polynomial is used to model the
pn-th PA:

bpn(n) =
K

∑
k=1

θpnkxpn(n)
∣∣xpn(n)

∣∣2(k−1)
= G(xpn(n))θpn (15)

where θpn is the complex coefficients linearly combined the set of monomials given in
the nonlinear basis G(xpn(n))θpn and xpn is the PA input signal. Replacing this in (14), the
obtained receiver signal is:

rl(n) =
PN

∑
pn=1

ηlpnG(xpn(n))θpn + wl(n) (16)

Applying the least squares to estimate the coefficient of all PAs, which can be writ-
ten as:

θ =
[
η1 ⊗ G(x1) . . . ηpn ⊗ G(xpn)

]+r (17)

where the pseudoinverse is used:

A+ = (AH A)
−1

AH (18)

Then, the indirect learning architecture is used to obtain the predistorter for each PA.
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6.2. Results and Discussion

The method was verified and validated through simulations. It was concluded that
when the receiver is close to the transmitting antenna, the method achieves better results
than when the receiver is at a longer distance. This occurs due to stronger coupling between
receiving and transmitting antennas, creating higher channel coefficients. An OFDM input
signal with 5 MHz bandwidth was considered. The experimental results achieved an
ACLR of approximately −41 dB without applying this OTA DPD method and an ACLR of
approximately −46 dB using this OTA DPD method.

Only one receiver is sufficient to identify all PA model coefficients. Nevertheless,
using more than one receiver is important in cases where the coefficients for some RF
branches are smaller. For example, when the antenna array is large, the elements which are
placed in the edges of the antenna will contribute with less information for the receiver
antenna (if the receiver antenna is placed in front of the transmitting antenna). This means
that, in this case, using more than one receiver, the process of linearizing the system can be
further improved.

Nevertheless, only simulations were considered to validate the method since real
measurements were not performed. Another disadvantage is the assumption that channel
coefficients are known. In terms of real-time calibration in MIMO systems, this method
cannot be implemented, since required fully uncorrelated signals to be transmitted in
distinct RF paths.

7. Single-Receiver OTA DPD with Antenna Crosstalk

In [31] an OTA DPD technique is discussed to apply in hybrid architectures with
subarrays, where antenna crosstalk is considered. In this technique, a single OTA receiver
is used and several processing blocks are required. A single decomposition block is utilized
to generate feedback for the predistorter of each RF path. The crosstalk signal is the
predistorter input, which is a linear combination of inputs of other paths. The DPD uses an
integrated linear crosstalk model. Figure 5 illustrated the block diagram of this technique.
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7.1. Method Description

As previously mentioned the crosstalk is considered in this method. However, the
crosstalk signal presents lower power as the input signal is known. In this sense, the PA
output model considers the input signal x1PN and the crosstalk signal. To apply the method
three processing blocks are used, the integrated linear crosstalk model (ICTM) block, the
Signal Decomposition (SD) block and the modified dual-input model block.
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The main goal of the ICTM block is to generate the crosstalk signals for every pre-
distorter. This block operates as a forward system before the transmitter. The ICTM
coefficients are estimated as a whole matrix, which is given by:

x̂2pn = x1
Tλ̂pn, x1 = [x11, . . . , x1PN ]

T (19)

where x1 is the matrix with the input signals of analog beamforming. The term λ̂pn is the
coefficient vectors with the final estimation of λPN and is required to be identified before
DPD iterations. λpn = [λpn1, . . . , λpnPN] is the matrix that includes the coupling effects and
general gain differences among subarrays.

The SD block decomposes the information from the OTA receiver signal into multiple
signals, by using the estimated crosstalk which is provided by the ICTM block. First, the
initial state of identification x1pn = bdpn is performed, where x1pn is input signals and the
bdpn the original signals. Then, the received signal from OTA receiver, c, is obtained and the
synchronization with one of the input paths as x1pn is performed. In a row, the received
signal is decomposed and the overall coefficient vector is obtained as follows:

θ = R(bd1, .., bdpn, x̂21, . . . , x̂2pn)
+c (20)

where R is the overall matrix containing all basic functions, bdpn is the original signals, as
can be seen in Figure 5, x̂2pn the estimated crosstalk signals, and c the received signal from
OTA receiver. Consequently, the new dual-input model, b’2pn, is reconstructed, where the
receiving-end subarrays signals decomposed from c are considered, which is given by:

b′2pn = G(x1pn, x2pn)θpn (21)

where θpn is the coefficient vector and G is the matrix containing the basic functions:

G(x1pn, x2pn) =

 G0(x1pn)
T

G1(x1pn, x2pn)
T

G2(x1pn, x2pn)
T

 (22)

The next step is to normalize the b’2pn for the DPD extraction. In order to avoid that
the time delay effects to affect the beamforming, the b’2pn is resynchronized with x1pn.

The main goal of the modified dual-input model block is to predistort the signal
derived by each path. In this sense, the DPD coefficients are achieved by using the least
squares as follows:

ϕpn = G(b′2pn, x̂2pn)
+x1pn (23)

where x1pn is the known system inputs, x̂2pn is the estimated crosstalk signals provided
by ICTM block and b’2pn is provided by SD block. Thereafter, the predistorter signal is
given by:

x1kpn = G(b′2pn, x̂2pn)ϕpn (24)

The next DPD iteration can start with new inputs x1pn, in order to obtain convergence.

7.2. Results and Discussion

The method was tested with experimental results, presenting a relevant performance
in presence of nonlinear antenna crosstalk. An OFDM signal with 20 MHz of bandwidth
was used and the results demonstrate that for a three path transmission an ACLR around
−48 dBc was achieved. This value was obtained by applying this OTA DPD method and
the ACLR obtained without applying this OTA DPD method was −34 dBc.

The method takes into account the crosstalk in the MIMO transmitter, presenting
lower hardware complexity. Since the method is composed of several processing blocks,
taking into account the antenna crosstalk, the complexity of the method increases in terms
of processing. Additionally, one of the requirements is that the original signals, bdk, are
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uncorrelated during the extractions of the coefficients. This increases the complexity in
terms of performance.

8. OTA DPD Method with Multi-Channel Time Delay

In [25] a novel OTA feedback DPD technique is presented with multi-channel time
delay for phased array transmitters. In this technique, the transmitters are considered as
integration, in order to considered that multi-channel time delay as a one-to-one mapping
system, where only a single OTA receiver is required. The method combines the memory
polynomial model, to represent the PA behavior, and the multi-channel time delay. Figure 6
illustrated the block diagram of this technique.
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8.1. Method Description

As previously mentioned this method combines the memory polynomial model and
multi-channel time delay, where only one OTA receiver feedback is used. In this sense,
considering only one RF chain, the PA behavior is represented by:

ỹ =
P

∑
p=1

M

∑
i=0

cp,i x̃[n− i]|x̃[n− i]|p−1 (25)

where x̃ is the input signal, cp,i is the p-th-order of memory polynomial kernel, P is the
nonlinear order and M is the memory depth. Moreover, the impulse response is able to
model the multi-channel time delay involved distortion in OTA feedback loop. When the
multi-channel time delay (h(τ,t)) presents a slow variation in time (t), the propagation delay
(τi(t)) and the attenuation (ai(t)) do not depend on the time. Thus, the response is given by:

h(τ)∑
i

aiδ(τ − τi) (26)

The baseband depiction for DPD is described as:

ỹ(t) = ∑
i

ab
i x̃(t− τi) (27)

where:
ab

i = aie−i2π fcτi (28)

Consequently, taking into account the sampling theorem the baseband signal is de-
scribed by:

x̃(t) = ∑
n

x[n] sin c(Wt− n) (29)
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where the input signal is band limited to W and the output is sample at the rate of W. The
discrete-time equivalent model, when l = m − n, is expressed by:

y[m] = ∑
l

hl x[m− l] (30)

where:
hl = ab

i sin c(l − τiW) (31)

With this in mind, since this method combines the memory polynomial model and
the multi-channel time delay the output is expressed by:

y[n] =
P

∑
p=1

M

∑
i=0

∑
l

hlcp,ix[n− i− l]|x[n− i− l]|p−1 (32)

Considering that k = I + l and the maximum value of l is L the resulting multi-channel
memory polynomial model is given by:

y[n] =
P

∑
p=1

M+L

∑
k=0

L

∑
l=0

dp,kx[n− k]|x[n− k]|p−1 (33)

where:

dp,k =
L

∑
l=0

hlcp,k−l (34)

This means that using this equation to model one PA, by using the memory polynomial
model the remaining PA in the system with multi-channel time delay are also represented
with the same approach. Nevertheless, each PA is represented with another set of kernels
(dp,k), which results from a convolution of the original coefficient (cp,k) and the discrete-time
multi-channel impulse response (hl).

In addition, the contribution of multi-channel time delay will be mainly to hl when the
time delay (τi) is among [(l − 1/2)/W, (l + 1/2)/W)]. In order to guarantee the precision of
the model, the l can be limited by L = 2, because typically the time delay is lower than 1/W.
In terms of maximum memory depth, the multi-channel time modeling can be truncated
from M + L to M, considering the case where the memory depth M is previously defined
redundantly in the conventional memory polynomial model. In this sense, the memory
polynomial model can be used as the inverse model in DPD operation. After several
iterations of model extraction using the indirect learning method, the final output received
in the OTA feedback receiver can be obtained.

The method was applied for different time delays and for equal time delays and it was
concluded that the performance with different time delays is worse than with equal time
delays. This problem derives from synchronization because the synchronization processing
makes the multi-channel time delay impulse responses non-negligible considering the case
where the index is less than zero. To overcome this problem, in [25], a modified version of
this method is presented by the same authors. In this case, the authors utilize a Volterra
series based model designed with the law of causality, and the output signal is shifted by
some samples after synchronization.

8.2. Results and Discussion

To validate the method an experiment with a 2-carrier OFDM signal with 20 MHz
of bandwidth was used. In this experiment, the phased array transmitter with the OTA
feedback was emulated and different time delay lines were employed at two channels
to emulate multi-channel time delay/phase error. The experimental results achieved a
normalized mean square error (NMSE) of approximately −39 dB without applying this
OTA DPD method. When this OTA DPD method was applied, an NMSE of −46 dB
was obtained.
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Since multi-channel time delay degrades the operation of the MIMO systems, this
method takes into account these effects, in order to improve the system performance, which
is a benefit. Although, when typical DPD identification processing with multi-channel time
delay is used the modeling error deteriorates and after some iterations, the DPD results
getting worse.

However, the modified version of the method with Volterra series model solves this
issue by shifting the output signal by several samples. Using the same process this updated
version was only validated with simulations.

Moreover, the effect of noise was studied in this modified version of the method. If
the noise floor is higher and in a scenario where the multi-channel time delay is significant,
the proposed modified method expresses that this method eliminates the distortion in
conventional DPD.

9. Methods Discussion

In order to have a clear view of the OTA DPD methods for the MIMO systems analyzed
in this paper, a comparison between the methods is provided in Table 1. The advantages,
disadvantages, ACPR/ACLR/NMSE results before and after using the OTA DPD method,
the type of signal used and the number of receivers required in each method are presented.

Table 1. OTA DPD methods for MIMO systems comparison.

Methods Advantages Disadvantages ACPR/ACLR and
NMSE Results Type of Signal Number of

Receivers

Beam-oriented DPD
using OTA diversity

feedbacks [4]

• More than one
receiver can be
used, but if not
present higher
power different
between them, in
order to not
degrade the DPD
application.

• When the beam is
steered, if OTA
antenna is a null
location, the main
beam signal is not
acquired and the
beam
reconstruction is
not feasible.

• Another OTA
receiver is required
when the received
signal in OTA
antenna present
lower power.

ACPR

• Wo OTA DPD
ACPR ≈−37 dBc

• With OTA DPD
≈−48 dBc

• Difference ≈11
dBc

64 QAM modulation
with 20 MHz
bandwidth

One or more
receivers can

be used.

Real-time single
channel OTA data

acquisition for DPD
method [29]

• Mutual coupling
between elements is
considered.

• Channel effects are
considered.

• Real-time
performance does
not interfere with
MIMO transmitters
operation
(supporting data
transmission and
beam steering).

• Correlated signals
separation in the
new version of the
method.

• When the mutual
coupling is
considered, the
software
complexity
increase.

ACPR

• No Considering
Mutual Coupling

• Wo OTA DPD ≈
−35 dBc

• With OTA DPD ≈
−54 dBc

• Difference ≈
19 dBc

• Considering
Mutual Coupling

• Wo OTA DPD ≈
−36 dBc

• With OTA DPD ≈
−50 dBc

• Difference ≈
14 dBc

LTE with 20 MHz
bandwidth

One receiver
is used.
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Table 1. Cont.

Methods Advantages Disadvantages ACPR/ACLR and
NMSE Results Type of Signal Number of

Receivers

Modeling and
linearization of
multi-antenna

transmitters using
OTA measurements

[30]

• Channel coefficients
are considered.

• Require that an
assumption that the
propagation
channel between
the transmitter and
the receivers.

• Only simulations to
validate the method
are provided.

• Require fully
uncorrelated
signals to be
transmitted in
distinct RF paths, so
real-time calibration
in MIMO is not
possible.

ACLR

• Wo OTA DPD ≈
−41 dB

• With OTA DPD ≈
−46 dB

• Difference ≈ 5 dB

OFDM with 5 MHz
bandwidth

One or more
receivers can

be used.

Single-receiver OTA
DPD with antenna

crosstalk [31]

• Crosstalk is
considered.

• Composed by
several processing
block, which
increase the
software
complexity.

• The original signals
should be
uncorrelated during
the coefficients
extraction.

ACLR

• Wo OTA DPD ≈
−34 dBc

• With OTA DPD ≈
−48 dBc

• Difference ≈
14 dBc

OFDM with 20 MHz
bandwidth

One receiver
is used.

OTA DPD method
with multi-channel

time delay [25]

• Multi-channel time
delay is considered.

• A modified version
of method to solve
the issues of
previous version.

• Noise floor effect is
considered in the
modified version.

• Worst performance
for different time
delays than for
equal time delays
only solve with the
modified version of
the method.

• With typical DPD
processing, the
model error
deteriorates after
some iterations.

• The modified
version is only
validated with
simulations and
ACPR results are
not shown and
discussed.

NMSE

• Wo OTA DPD ≈
−39 dB

• With OTA DPD ≈
−46 dB

• Difference ≈ 7 dB

OFDM with 20 MHz
bandwidth

One receiver
is used.

By analyzing the methods, it can be concluded that the method presented in [31], i.e.,
single-receiver OTA DPD with antenna crosstalk, presents higher complexity in terms of
software since several distinct blocks are required. Nevertheless, this method takes into
account the antenna crosstalk, which is one of the problems that interfere with MIMO
systems efficiency, which is definitely a high point on this technique.

The real-time single channel OTA data acquisition for DPD method [29], demonstrates
several advantages when compared with the others. This one considers mutual coupling
by using just one receiver, which decreases the hardware necessities. Furthermore, a new
version of this method is able to separate correlated signals. It must be emphasized that
this method has undergone several updates so that the method becomes more robust. From
the first to the second version of the method, the effect of mutual coupling was added and
in the third version of the method, the authors managed to separate correlated signals. This
demonstrates that the authors are scaling the method to achieve a better performance, in
order to reduce several effects that degrade the system.
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The OTA DPD method with multi-channel time delay [25], exhibits the advantage
of compensating the multi-channel time delay presented in phased array transmitters,
using one OTA feedback. Although the first version of this method has the disadvantage
of having worse results when the time delays are different than when they are equal.
The modified version of the method compensates for this issue which is a benefit, but
only simulations were used for validation and the ACPR results were not present and
discussed. It should be highlighted that these three mentioned methods above use only
one OTA antenna.

On the contrary, the beam-oriented DPD using OTA diversity feedbacks method [4],
and the modeling and linearization of multi-antenna transmitters using OTA measurement
method [30], operates with one or more OTA receivers. The latter one, [30], express a
huge disadvantage comparing with the others since only simulations were used to validate
the method. Although, the method [4], exhibits a low number of advantages and a huge
drawback because when the OTA antenna is in a null position the system fails in terms of
beam reconstruction.

It should be noted that methods that take into account mutual coupling or crosstalk
([29] and [31], respectively) and only require one OTA receiver to operate. Using fewer
hardware resources (only one receiver) the methods take into account effects that degrade
MIMO systems, aiming to improve their performance.

In terms of input signals to validate the methods, in method [4], a 64-QAM signal is
selected. On the other hand, the other methods use more complex input signals, OFDM and
LTE. Thus, the method validation with more complex input signals, makes the validation
process more difficult, although it demonstrates the robustness of the method.

In summary, the software complexity, number of receivers and the performance of the
methods are correlated and are essential criteria for method selection.

As mentioned previously, there are other OTA methods in the literature but with
minimal variations of the ones presenting here. For instance, in [39], the same method
described in [4], is presented, however with structural improvements of the OTA setups.
In this case, an iterative procedure and algorithm were applied to eradicate in the OTA
receiver the uncorrelated components. Furthermore, the method [30], is used in [40],
with some changes to cascade DPD with the digital beamforming network in order to
solve beam issues in the multi-user scenario. Besides, in [40], the authors considered a
vector rotation-based model to reach the modeling accuracy and experimental results were
obtained, not only simulations.

10. Conclusions

This paper presents a critical review of the most distinct OTA DPD methods for
the MIMO systems present in literature, particularly for 5G. Each method was analyzed
in order to give a clear view of this research topic, demonstrating the advantages and
disadvantages of each method. Besides, a comparison and discussion of the methods were
performed. An overall review of the methods in order to select the best method for a
specific purpose is presented, contributing to the state of the art in this research topic.
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